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A user suggests that this Spanish entry be cleaned up, giving the reason: "Messy etymology section â€“
recent changes discredit an Arabic origin, but no sources were provided". Please see the discussion on
Requests for cleanup or the talk page for more information and remove this template after the problem has
been dealt with.
hola - Wiktionary
(astronomy, geology) In planetary geology, any of the large areas of a planet or moon that are strongly
differentiated in colour or albedo.Â·Â·region
regio - Wiktionary
Asia for Kids offers the best resource for bilingual books, ESL, Chinese language learning and Chinese
cultural materials!
Asia for Kids | Asian language and cultural resources
Korean Sign Language or KSL (Korean: í•œêµ- ìˆ˜í™” ì–¸ì–´ éŸ“åœ‹æ‰‹è©±è¨€èªž Hanguk Suhwa Eoneo
or í•œêµ- ìˆ˜ì–´ éŸ“åœ‹æ‰‹èªž Hanguk Sueo) is the deaf sign language of South Korea.It is often referred to
simply as ìˆ˜í™” æ‰‹è©± suhwa, which means signing in general.. KSL is currently one of the official
languages in South Korea, besides Korean
Korean Sign Language - Wikipedia
In Basque, the name of the language is officially Euskara (alongside various dialect forms).. In French, the
language is normally called basque, though in recent times euskara has become common. Spanish has a
greater variety of names for the language.
Basque language - Wikipedia
About. BMSoftware are vintage and current computer software and refurbished/new IBM/Lenovo Thinkpad
resellers, as well as web site hosts, SEO & Social Media (SMM) experts. We carry or can obtain over 2500
software titles from 1995 to the latest releases as we maintain a back catalogue of older cheaper editions as
well as current versions and upgrades.
Computer Software: Microsoft Office, Davka, LEC, Lotus
Anki has an online version, but if you don't need all of its advanced features and would prefer a friendlier
interface and more extensive flashcard library, Memrise is the way to go for learning vocabulary in your
browser.
100 best language self-learning resources - LinguaLift
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